[The research progress of ceRNA in the head and neck carcinoma].
Competitive endogenous RNA(ceRNA) refers to the regulatory model that RNAs can regulate each other expression by competing for common miRNA response elements at post-transcriptional levels. The ceRNA network links the function of protein-coding genes(mRNAs) with the functions of non-coding RNAs (such as miRNAs, long non-coding RNAs, pseudogenes transcripts,and circular RNAs) and plays an important role in the development of multiple tumors. The head and neck carcinoma is a highly aggressive malignant tumor. Although the treatment methods continue to improve,the survival rate of head and neck carcinoma patients has no more significant improvement. It is particularly important to explore the molecular mechanisms of the development and metastasis of head and neck carcinoma,look for specific molecular diagnostic markers and therapeutic targets.We summarize the role of ceRNA regulatory networks in the development of head and neck carcinoma in the present review.